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The spring exhibition at Charlottenborg has been a
constant on the Danish art scene for the last 159
years. It is an unpredictable and spacious exhibition
that embraces wider than any other of its kind, and at
times it may require great concentration not to let
the multifaceted expressions merge into one large
chaotic tangle. The Spring Exhibition 2016 is no
exception; it is a trembling balance between art,
design and architecture, and in the article here we
have tried to highlight as many as possible of the 177
works that have made the biggest impression on us.
We are received by Mette Skov, who is the daily manager of the
Charlottenborg Foundation, which has been behind the Spring
Exhibitionsince 1857. Already on her way up the stairwell of the art gallery,
Mette expresses that this year is something special; "Something really
happened." This year, there has been a significant increase in applicants;
from 560 artists last year to 818 this year. Mette explains that several from
the Royal The Danish Academy of Fine Arts is now applying, and she believes
that this is due to the fact that the art gallery has become an organizational
part of the academy, and that the students have thus gained a new
affiliation with the Spring Exhibition. In addition, the interest from foreign
artists has been greater, and the variation in nationalities wider than ever.
"The exhibition is a springboard for young artists, but it now also serves as
an opportunity for foreign artists to gain a foothold on the Danish art scene."
Every year, the Charlottenborg Foundation's board appoints an international
jury, which is responsible for reviewing all applications and selecting the best
works for the exhibition. This year, the jury consisted of FOS (artist, DK),
Molly Haslund (artist, DK), Anders Abraham (architect, DK), Anton Alvarez
(designer, SE) and Thorsten Sadowsky (curator, CH).
Out of the more than 3,000 works that landed on the jury's table when the
application period ended, 177 works by a total of 117 artists have been
selected, and together they represent a mile-wide spectrum of forms of
expression in art, design and architecture. Since all works are selected on the
basis of their unique qualities, it can often be difficult to say anything
general about the censored exhibition, but as we enter Charlottenborg's
south wing, Mette nevertheless points to a common thread that is reflected
in several of the works on display; flight, displacement of borders, interfaces,
the alien and migration.

Work by Anita Beikpour.

A ritual study of the color white and stucco with girl names
The first thing that meets us is Anita Beikpour's When spring came to
Denmark, which consists of a large, painted, rusty steel tank, a staircase and
a video created in collaboration with students from the Film School (Nanna
Nyboe Tabor, Annika Aschberg, Mik Stampe, Stefan Holm, Oscar Pontén and
Juan Bastias). In the video, two non-white women are seen being painted
white by paint from the tank, and how that they are slowly starting to put
different imprints on the rusty container. When you walk around the thought,
you can almost feel the echo of the ritual that has been performed around it.
It is a really fine work that elegantly examines what it means to be white,
and then it also shows how you can in a good way involve the video medium
in an exhibition context.

Work by Filip Vest (center).

In addition to Beikpour's work, the art gallery's largest space is occupied by
e.g. Filip Vest , who in a corner presents his work Stucco Pieces are Called By
Women's Names Because They're Only for Ornamental Purposes (after
Richard Serra). The work is composed of many different stucco lists, which
apparently have a tradition of being assigned girl names; Vera-, Gabriella-,
Anna-, Giselle-, Sabrina-, Sonja-, Stella-, Helena-, Stefanie-, Nadine-, Serena-,
Silvana-, Simone- and Karolinelister are included in the work, and in
interaction with the first part of the work's title, Vest has a clear gender
policy agenda. The second part of the title refers to the form of the work,
which is reminiscent of the American artist Richard Serra's giant metal
sculptures. Vest also has two other works in the exhibition, in which he also
demonstrates a good sense of creating a straightforward, subtle and
thought-motivating relationship between work and title: A raw wooden block
from CoBrA artist Erik Thommesen's studio entitled You'll be a woman soon,
and an empty beach sand bag that shares the title with the slogan of the
1968 French student uprising “Sous les Pavés, la Plage” (under the
cobblestones, is the beach).

Work by Ida Settergren.

Freezing temperatures and left-hand drawings
Especially in the very large space, it can be difficult to let your attention rest
on the less bombastic works, but often there is a huge amount to gain if you
take the time to walk along the wall and immerse yourself. Just a few steps
to the right from Vest's stucco moldings hangs Ida Settergren's work Frozen
Palms, which was created during a residency stay in Finland last December.
In recent years, Settergren has been interested in how natural, organic and
mechanical processes can influence and play together with her own artistic
approaches, and during her stay in Finland she has particularly focused on
the impact of freezing temperatures on watercolor. Frozen Palms is an
example of one of these experiments, and it's really fascinating to go up
close and see how nature and the artist's own will merge.

Work by Aase Seidler Gernes.

Mette directs our attention to this year's winner of the national award; Aase
Seidler Gernes and her 98 colorful drawings on A4 paper. Mette says that
Gernes will soon be 89 years old, and that throughout almost her entire life,
despite a completed education in fabric printing, she has suppressed her
own creative side in order to support her husband instead. Gernes was
married to the artist Poul Gernes, but after his death in 1996, she has
endeavored to establish her own artistic identity. Unfortunately, in 2007 she
suffered a blood clot, which caused her to become paralyzed in the right
side of her body and had a severely impaired ability to use the language.
However, her creative urge is still so strong that she has managed to
complete the many drawings that hang in front of us, solely with her left
hand. To that extent, it is a work that testifies that

Works by i.a. Ellen Karin Mæhlum (the left wall) and Nicholas Norris, Franziska Reinbothe and Tyler Mallison (the right wall).

From painted object to complete decomposition
We pass a large and very yellow lemon by Franz Schmidt (see picture at the
very top) and now stand in front of an extremely well-composed back wall.
The works of three artists are intertwined and illustrate a movement in the
work with canvas, from traditionally painted object to deconstruction and
total replacement of the materials. Nicholas Norris stands for the traditional
format, but there is nothing ordinary about his beautiful and vibrant neon
scenes. Norris creates recognizable spaces, environments and landscapes,
but manages to distort the known with the help of an untraditional color
composition and understanding of space, and his scenes thus become
secular, mysterious and wildly interesting. Franziska Reinbothecuts into the
canvas, folds it and lets us see its back. She degrades the structures of the
canvas in an attempt to expand its surface so that it e.g. also includes the
underlying wall that is otherwise just hidden from the viewer. Eventually,
Tyler Mallison completely destroyed the medium and rebuilt it from found
wooden pallets, stretched Primark t-shirts and small pieces of dyed cotton.

Works by Nicholas Norris and Tyler Mallison.

Studies of furniture and the Danish nature
Every year, one Danish and one foreign artist is selected as the winner of a
prize, and they are rewarded with the opportunity to make a solo exhibition
at the following year's Spring Exhibition. Last year, Anne Dorthe Vester and
Maria Bruun wonthe national award with their work Objects of use, which
was a study of the functionality of furniture, and this year they have taken
their reflections a big step further. Their entire construction is constructed of
oak, steel and stoneware and constantly balances between function and
non-function, in a way that confuses our immediate intuitive presence in
space. It's an art exhibition, so our brains know very well that we must not
climb into the construction, but it is still as if our bodies perceive it
differently. Vester and Bruun's background in resp. architecture and furniture
design really shine through - they are insanely skilled, and their installation
Fragment is both aesthetically beautiful, fun and challenges our perception
of furniture, architecture and spaciousness.

Works by Anne Dorthe Vester and Maria Bruun.

From Vester and Bruun's searches of furniture and interiors, we are now
sandwiched between two works that take us out into nature. To the left
hangs Carl-Emil Jacobsen 's 2x2 meter large relief and shoots 40cm into the
room with its very direct shape and color study of the Danish landscape.
Jacobsen has found stones in farmers' stone heaps, in fields and along the
coasts, which he has then pulverized into pigment and used for the painting
of his relief.

Work by Carl-Emil Jacobsen.

Curly thought patterns and fluid boundaries
To the right has Ana Rita Antoniooccupied its corner of the exhibition with a
stunning alluring installation; Evolutionary thinking at the camping side. The
set-up looks like a traditional tent site, complete with a pitched tent,
campfire and hammock, but one quickly discovers that something is not as it
used to be; the tent hovers one meter above the ground, and everywhere
there are small marks with numbers on it. On one of the strings that hold the
tent up hangs a series of instructions that describe how to solve the
problems that may arise on a trip in the wilderness, but the proposed
solutions constantly cause new problems: If there is a hole in your tent cloth
, use your air mattress to patch the hole. If you are missing an air mattress,
sleep in your hammock instead and hang your tent up around it. The
convoluted thought experiments are repeated in Antonio's second
contribution, the photo series 14 ways of replacing a table leg, where she
with various objects and her own body tries to replace a table leg that has
been lost. Both works are full of detours, and it's refreshing just to be able to
follow Antonio's convoluted, immediate and humorous thought patterns.

Works by Ana Rita Antonio.

Mette tells us that Antonio was born in Portugal but has settled in Norway
and that this is not abnormal for this year's international applicants. We
return to the talk about how art reflects the conditions of society, and how
last year's refugee crisis has left its mark on the Spring Exhibition 2016. The
boundaries are fluid, and it is actually very special this year that many of the
presented artists do not live in their country of origin. In the next room we
come across the Chinese German Yuanyuan Huang's video projection The
room, the Mexican Swede Carolina Nylund's neon light box Falutaco, possible
other (ness) vernaculars and the Danish Dutchwoman Julie Hviid Cetti's
Oath. The latter work consists of a line-up of nine tablets, on which nine
video sequences together form the oath that Edward Snowden took to the
NSA. The text is set with a fluid style, reminiscent of the reading boxes that
often round an online sign-up form of, to determine if one is a human or a
robot.

Works by Carolina Nylund and Julie Hviid Cetti.

The next space we enter is different from the previous ones. The walls are
almost bare and all focus is concentrated around a low podium that almost
fills the entire floor area. In one of the corners of the room is Swedish
Melanie Kitti's Untitled (scallops carried my bird once), which immediately
catches our eye with its easy-going color composition. The work is a digital
photo collage, which is printed on silk and finished by hand with a needle
and thread, and it gives a really fine, indefinable, textile expression. On the
low podium, ceramics, jewelery, architectural models, furniture and
everything else are placed, in a way where it is a little difficult to distinguish
between the contributions, but there are still some works that stand out
from the crowd.

Work by Melanie Kitti.

A doomsday prophecy
Sidsel Nielsen Bondehas made a small publication, which is printed on gray
newspaper, and which the audience can take home. The publication
describes a self-invented concept, Iconotropy, which covers the tendency of
Western culture to perceive the image as reality. Through short texts and
diagrams, Bonde sets out his theory of the growing position of the image as
a mediator of reality and our non-existent sense of discernment, as well as a
series of doomsday-like prophecies about the incalculable consequences of
this trend. "Whether the iconotropy leads to a virus outbreak, a world war
between cultures or mass destruction of the environment, one can only
wonder." Iconotropy is an interesting and well-crafted work that we have
really had the opportunity to immerse ourselves in, for the simple reason that
we have been able to take it home.

Work by Sidsel Nielsen Bonde.

Further on the podium are a couple of beautiful glass experiments by Maria
Sparre-Petersen, whose crystal-like expression makes the relatively thick,
dark green glass appear light, organic and fragile. At the top is Morten
Sylvest Nøhr 's Everyday object analyzer, as a 2 meter high, transparent
catalog of some of the infinite number of man-made objects that we
constantly surround ourselves with. Nøhr participated in last year's Spring
Exhibition with the work "A machine that cleans up your things" and this year
he continues to help us navigate in relation to our material surroundings.

Works by Morten Sylvest Nøhr and Maria Sparre-Petersen.

Car paint, ambulance door and a smashed car
We leave the south wing's last room and are now back in the art gallery's
largest room. Mette introduces us to one of the participating artists, who
happens to be present at the exhibition to photograph his own works, and
we fall into conversation. Kåre Leander Ringling Frangis in the process of his
second year at the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, and he has
contributed to this year's exhibition with as many as three works. His work
Heat II is based on the ongoing renovation, which during the winter has
resulted in both the Charlottenborg and the art academy being without heat
in the radiators. Frang has therefore lined one of the art gallery's radiators
with a hologram-like car paint, which highlights its presence in the
showroom, which is otherwise solely for functional reasons, and sends
references to over-pimped cars ala those you can see on YouTube. The
purpose of the paint is precisely to highlight the car's curves, and this
property is totally lost when applied to a flat and shapeless object.

Works by Kåre Leander Ringling Frang.

In addition to Heat II, Frang has placed a crumpled ambulance door in the
middle of the showroom. It's hard not to be touched by the signal yellow
object, which in isolation carries a heavy narrative, and we can not help but
imagine everything that has to go wrong for an ambulance door to end up so
distorted. The third work also involves a vehicle. In the movie Air (VW Golf
III), Frang has dropped a people carrier from a height of 13 meters 20 times
and filmed it all in super slow motion, but instead of focusing on the
collision, he has put together all the clips where the car bounces up from the
ground again. It provides a pulsating course reminiscent of a breath, and
according to Frang himself, the increasingly battered car illustrates a form of
aging process in an object.

Work by Thomas Altheimer.

We are already quite well filled with impressions, but we are still missing the
entire north wing of the art gallery. We face a wall on which 56 A4 sheets
hang and constitute Thomas Altheimer 's manifesto The Liberation of Slut
Aesthetics. Mette says that the theme of being outside or inside, as she
mentioned at the very beginning, is also repeated in Altheimer's manifesto,
which is a critique of the Danish art scene and especially the artists.
Altheimer has spent a residency in Mexico observing the scene of which he
is a part, from the outside, and on April 13, at 17 he will read the manifesto
aloud, via skype, from the Tijuana prison in Mexico.

Works by i.a. Maya Lahmy, Rune Bering Sørensen & Rune Noël and Karin von Schantz.

The Relationship Between the Real and the Digital
At the opposite end of the room hangs architect Maya Lahmy 's handheld
digital scan of a watermill in Tadami, Japan. The technique is used to create
virtual 3D models of e.g. architecture, but here Lahmy uses it to examine the
relationship between the firmness of the material and the more fluid digital
interpretation. Graphic designer Rune Bering Sørensen and architect Rune
Noël move in the same field. In the autumn, they combined their two
disciplines and understanding of resp. the graphic and the spatial in the
project Digital Materialityduring a stay at Statens Værksteder for Kunst.
Both works are good examples of interesting studies of the boundary field
between the two parallel realities that dominate our time, and both Lahmy,
Bering Sørensen and Noël have managed to translate their experiments into
very poetic and beautiful works.

Works by i.a. Edgar Haldane, Hanne G and Susanne Schwieter.

Deafened video art
Mette lifts a heavy, black curtain aside, and we are in the middle of one of
the exhibition's presentations of video art, which this year has come to fill a
lot. Throughout the dark room, screens hang and fight for our attention.
Unfortunately, the different works in the installation merge too much and
make it difficult to focus on the individual work. Nor does it make it any
easier for a massive sound bombardment from the next room, despite its
purely audible presence, to completely fill the showroom.

Works by Antonio Gram & Caspar Eric.

The hard pumping bass comes from Antonio Gram& Caspar Eric's work The
hoodie - a poet and a DJ in a dark room, which is physically limited to a black
square, wrapped in heavy molton fabric with a few duct tape inscriptions.
Eric's English-language reading merges with the music, but a few phrases
escape anyway; "Everybody can need something sometimes like the way I
need Nike sneakers to dance a lot without getting tired because I do not
wanna go home alone." In the same room, they have chosen to place the
work in the exhibition that, in addition to The Hoodie, fills the most space.
The chaotic installation of overturned flagpoles, with mounted fans that
make Swedish flags flutter like crazy, was created by Peter Johansson. The
title of the work is Full Fræs, but it actually fits just as well with the
atmosphere of the whole room. There is speed.

Work by Peter Johansson.

The great art experience lies in the immersion
We end up being blown away, but that is not the feeling we are left with
after visiting the Spring Exhibition 2016. On the contrary. Many of the
greatest experiences we take with us are the small, the subtle and the
refined. The searches, experiments and studies have caught our attention,
and what they all have in common is that they have gone in depth and not
compromised. It can be difficult to be a guest at an open, censored
exhibition, because there is always an infinite amount to immerse oneself in,
and often one ends up going after the known or only getting a superficial
impression of the works. And that’s a shame, because when you scratch the
surface, it spills, in most cases, out with stories, crafts, and attitudes.
We think that the Spring Exhibition can do more to convey the works that do
not give themselves, and make sure to present the individual work on its own
terms. Video art in particular has been mast this year; in many places the
sound side has been taken off, and nowhere has it been ensured that you as
a guest can sit down and experience the films in their full lengths. It is
certainly refreshing that there is a place like the Spring Exhibition, where so
many media in both art, design and architecture unite, but more can certainly
be done so that the individual work does not drown in the crowd.
There is really good art at the Spring Exhibition 2016, and we would
definitely recommend that you slip past Charlottenborg these days and set
aside time to immerse yourself in as many of the 177 works presented as
possible. Also those who do not immediately shout the loudest, but who just
hang nicely framed on the white walls.
The Spring Exhibition 2016 | March 11 - April 17, 2016 | Charlottenborg |
Nyhavn 2, 1051 Kbh K.
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